A mismatch bubble in double-stranded DNA suffices to direct precise transcription initiation by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase.
Formation of a transcription-competent "open" complex between Escherichia coli RNA polymerase and a promoter, where base pairing is disrupted over a region of 12 base pairs including the start site of transcription, is a complex process involving at least three steps: recognition of specific DNA sequences, a conformational change in RNA polymerase, and DNA melting. By using synthetic constructs devoid of promoter-specific sequences, we show here that a mismatch bubble of 12 base pairs suffices to direct transcription initiation in divergent directions from its edges, reflecting the absence of polarity determinants for RNA polymerase binding. Bubble transcription is obtained with both core polymerase and holoenzyme, but efficient formation of heparin-resistant initiation complexes requires the sigma (specificity) factor. Based on these results it is likely that the sigma factor blocks access of the heparin to a site on the holoenzyme.